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The Thousand-Year Periods of the Bible
The thousand-year periods of the Bible show how the ordered nature of God provides the step-bystep way out of belief and ignorance to a spiritual understanding of God, bringing life and peace.
synonym

1000-year period
(symbol)

steps of unfolding understanding

Mind

Adam to Enoch
(c. 4000 – 3000 B.C.)

awakening from ignorance (the mist of Eden)
to follow the light of spiritual ideas (Enoch
walks with God)

Spirit

Noah story with the flood to
tower of Babel
(c. 3000 – 2000 B.C.)

turning away from material beliefs to build
an “ark” of understanding, remaining with
the purity and onliness of spiritual ideas

Soul

Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Joseph into Egypt, Moses
leading people out of Egypt,
entering the Promised Land,
Joshua, Judges
(c. 2000 – 1000 B.C.)

going the way from sense (Ur, Egypt) to Soul
(Canaan, the Promised Land), exchanging a
physical, corporeal identity for our spiritual
selfhood

Principle

Samuel to the kings; the
prophets
(c. 1000 B.C. – 1 A.D.

rejecting government by persons or material
organizations and finding true government
through prophecy, through the operation of
Principle’s system of ideas, which interprets
itself to mankind and governs the universe

Life

the life of Jesus, the apostles,
Paul and the spreading of
Christianity
(c. 1 – 1000 A.D.)

laying down a mortal, material sense of life
and accepting the newness of Life in and of
Spirit as a gift of grace, bestowed on man
through unity with Life

Truth

c. 1000 – 2000 A.D.

pioneering scientific consciousness, forcing
the fall of mortal consciousness; grounding
our understanding of true being and manhood
in scientific methods rather than relying on
blind faith

Love

c. 2000 A.D. onwards

the reign of divine Science: annihilation of
fear, anxiety, provincialism, partiality,
narrow-minded materialism; emergence of
peace and fulfillment of the design of the
Bible to establish a divinely scientific
consciousness of God.
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Level: I
Subject(s): The Bible in the Light of Science
Related books: Max Kappeler, The Spiritual Breakthrough to the Next Millennium
Synopsis: From “Genesis” to “Revelation,” the steps of our spiritual development are shown
through the symbol of the 1000-year periods. Kappeler shows how the tones of the 7
synonymous terms for God relate to these periods in biblical history.
Contents:
Bible history in seven 1,000-year periods
 The 7 days of creation realized in Judeo-Christian history
 Overview of the correspondence between the seven 1000-year periods
and the 7 days of creation
 1st-5th 1000 periods
 6th-7th 1000 periods
Tones of the synonymous terms for God as they correspond with the 1,000-year periods
illustrated in biblical history and later historical events

4000 – 3000 BC

3000 – 2000 BC

2000 – 1000 BC

1000 –
0 BC

0
– 1000 AD

1000 – 2000 AD
The relationship between the symbols and reality in the first six 1,000-year periods
 The problems of each 1,000 year period
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